JAWAHAR NAVO DAYA VTDYALAYA, PACH PAD RA IBARM E R) RAJ.

Remuneration for the posts are as underl1.
2.

F.C.S.A.
Matron

Rs26250/- per month (Deduction of TDS as per IT rules)
Rs

7500/- per month (Deduction of TDS

as

per IT rules)

The qualifications for the post are indicatid as under
1-

Faculty Cum System Administrator fFCSA)
Graduate with Diploma
recognized institution

in Computer application (equivalent to 'A' Level course of DOEACCJ from

a

OR

'A'Level Certificate from DOEACC
OR
BCA from recognized

2-

University/lnstitution

Matron
Qualification- Class 10tt Passed. Age between 35 to 50 years.

The appointment will be for a period of ten months from 01't luly 2017 to 30't April 2018 during the
academic year 2077-18. The above period include short-term breaks,

If any, falling within the tenure of

contractual service for which remuneration has to be paid. No candidate who had worked earlier in any of the
|NVs of this Region

will be appointed

again

from 0L-A7-2017 onwards, without attending and got selection in

this process. The Candidates required to report at the venue by 09.00 AM sharp on the dates ofverification of
documents, with 02 pass port size photographs, Original certificates as well as photo copies of Mark sheet of all

the years of Secondary, Senior Secondary, Degree, PG, CTET, B.Ed., NET/P.hd.A4.phil. in support of qualification,
certificate of age, caste and experience [experience in governmentladded residential schools only).

The experience certificate must include the clear period of working, designation, pay, nature of
appointment and duties etc., failing which the same will not be accepted. In absence of any document
sheets of any year as indicated above, the candidate

will not

be allowed for interview. No TA/DA

/ mark

will be paid.

The onus of proof regarding eligibility of candidate lies upon him/her only. Samiti reserves the right for
evolving its own criteria for verification/ selection. The candidates reporting for verification after the
prescribed period would not be entertained in any case.
The total number of applications received for any of the subject found later is abnormal in nature in that
case the verification for the 1.t day

will be conducted in 'First come first serve' basis and the verification of the

remaining candidate will be conducted on very next day. The total number of candidates to be verified on 1.t
day

will

depend on the total number of applications received.

The cut-off date for determining various eligibility criteria i.e. Educational Qualifications will be the
date of Interview.
Before proceeding to the venue,

it will be the personal responsibility of the candidate to visit our

web site wvvw.nvsrojpr.gov.in and also the website if the Vidyalaya concerned to see the detailed eligibility

criteria for the particular subiect for which the candidate is interested to appear for and ensure that he
/ she is eligible for the post. Any candidate found not eligible as per the criteria and eligibility given on
the website/advertisement will not be allowed to appear before the selection board in any case.

